MEMORANDUM

To: Lawrence Williams
   Chair, Undergraduate Council

From: Elaine Charlson

Date: January 4, 2010

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved the council recommendation related to the CBM003 forms:

UC 10360 09F: DAN 3302: Advanced Intermediate Theory & Technique (New Course)
UC 10411 09F: ART 1370: Fundamentals of Photography (Course Change)
UC 10412 09F: ART 1371: Fundamentals of Digital Media (New Course)
UC 10413 09F: ART 3350: Intermediate Ceramics (Course Change)
UC 10414 09F: ART 3353: Glaze and Clay Formulations (Course Change)
UC 10415 09F: ART 3358: Clay Processes (Course Change)
UC 10416 09F: ART 3364: Plastics Fabrication (New Course)
UC 10417 09F: ART 3370: Intermediate Photography/Digital Media (Course Change)
UC 10418 09F: ART 3371: Advanced Photography/Digital Media (Course Change)
UC 10419 09F: ART 3372: Video Art (Course Change)
UC 10420 09F: ART 3373: Multiple Imagery (Course Change)
UC 10421 09F: ART 3374: Computer Imaging (Course Change)
UC 10422 09F: ART 3375: Junior Photography/Digital Media Major (Course Change)
UC 10423 09F: ART 3376: Junior Photography/Digital Media Minor (Course Change)
UC 10424 09F: ART 3377: Junior Photography/Digital Media Major (Course Change)
UC 10425 09F: ART 4373: Senior Photography/Digital Media Major II (Course Change)
UC 10426 09F: ART 4374: Senior Photography/Digital Media Major II (Course Change)
UC 10427 09F: ART 4375: Senior Photography/Digital Media Major II (Course Change)
UC 10428 09F: ART 4376: Advanced Computer Imaging (Course Change)
UC 10429 09F: ART 4380: Professional Practices (New Course)
UC 10430 09F: ART 1340: Fundamentals of Jewelry and Metalsmithing (Course Deletion)
UC 10431 09F: ART 3322: Design Technology (Course Deletion)
UC 10432 09F: ART 3323: The American Home Aesthetic (Course Deletion)
UC 10433 09F: ART 3324: Interior Design (Course Deletion)
UC 10434 09F: ART 3325: Junior Interior Design Major (Course Deletion)
UC 10435 09F: ART 3326: Junior Interior Design Major (Course Deletion)
UC 10436 09F: ART 3327: Junior Interior Design Major (Course Deletion)
UC 10437 09F: ART 3329: Patterns, Design and Symmetry (Course Deletion)
UC 10438 09F: ART 3340: Intermediate Jewelry and Metalsmithing (Course Deletion)
UC 10439 09F: ART 3341: Jewelry Casting Techniques (Course Deletion)
UC 10440 09F: ART 3342: Metalsmithing (Course Deletion)
UC 10441 09F: ART 3351: Ceramics Production Techniques (Course Deletion)
UC 10442 09F: ART 4320: Senior Interior Design Major I (Course Deletion)
UC 10443 09F: ART 4321: Senior Interior Design Major I (Course Deletion)
UC 10444 09F: ART 4322: Senior Interior Design Major I (Course Deletion)
UC 10445 09F: ART 4323: Senior Interior Design Major II (Course Deletion)
UC 10446 09F: ART 4324: Senior Interior Design Major II (Course Deletion)
UC 10447 09F: ART 4325: Senior Interior Design Major II (Course Deletion)
UC 10448 09F: ART 4326: Professional Practice for Interior Design (Course Deletion)
UC 10449 09F: ART 4327: Design Development, Drawing Specifications (Course Deletion)
UC 10450 09F: ART 4369: Photography Critique (Course Deletion)
UC 10451 09F: ARTH 3310: Ancient Egyptian Art (Course Deletion)
UC 10452 09F: ARTH 3381: Italian Renaissance (Course Deletion)
UC 10453 09F: ARTH 4382: Pre-Columbian Art (Course Deletion)
UC 10454 09F: ARTH 4312: Harlem Renaissance (Course Deletion)
UC 10455 09F: ARTH 3315: History of Prints in the West (New Course)
UC 10456 09F: ARTH 4314: Medieval Illuminated Manuscripts (New Course)
UC 10457 09F: ARTH 4315: Reading Medieval Art (New Course)
UC 10515 09F: HRMA 2373: Introduction to SPA Management (New Course)
UC 10516 09F: HRMA 2382: Introduction to Country Club Management (Course Change)
UC 10517 09F: HRMA 3349: Hospitality Purchasing (Course Change)
UC 10518 09F: HRMA 4356: Hotel Gaming Operations: France (New Course)
UC 10519 09F: HRMA 4382: Advanced Country Club Operations (Course Change)
UC 10520 09F: HIST 4364: Consumer Culture in Latin America (New Course)
UC 10521 09F: MUSA 1172: Applied Jazz Bass (New Course)
UC 10522 09F: MUSA 1176: Applied Jazz Percussion (New Course)
UC 10523 09F: MUSI 1301: Rudiments of Theory (New Course)
UC 10524 09F: SPAN 3342: Cross-Cultural Business Contexts: U.S. and Latin America (Course Change)
UC 10525 09F: SPAN 3371: Techniques in Teaching Spanish (Course Change)
UC 10526 09F: THEA 2323: Makeup for Actors (Course Change)
UC 10575 09F: ITEC 3337: Secure Application Design (Course Change)
UC 10576 09F: ITEC 3347: Principles of Information Management (Course Change)
UC 10577 09F: ITEC 3351: Intrusion Detection and Incident Response (Course Change)
UC 10578 09F: ITEC 3355: Integrated Information Systems (Course Change)
UC 10579 09F: ITEC 4335: Secure Enterprise Design (New Course)
UC 10580 09F: ITEC 4338: Database Administration and Implementation (Course Change)
UC 10581 09F: ITEC 4339: Enterprise Applications Development (Course Change)
UC 10582 09F: ITEC 4355: Enterprise Assessment and Evaluation (Course Change)
UC 10583 09F: ITEC 4357: Digital Forensics (New Course)
UC 10584 09F: ITEC 4375: Project Management & Practice (Course Change)
UC 10585 09F: LOGT 3383: Industrial Direct Response (Delete Course)